Strategic Assessment of
Crime and Community Safety 2019
Data summary

Working
The Strategic Assessment 2019 has been carried out to
inform
the
new
Community
Safety
Strategy,
2020-23
towards the
Community
The Strategic Assessment looked at
Safety
The city and the people in it

Strategy
Crime and community safety overview
2020-23
Impact: including on individuals; economic costs
Analysis of different subjects and who's affected
The full Strategic Assessment can be found here

What is
covered in
this data
summary

The following pages provide summary data findings from the Strategic
Assessment as follows:
Contextual information
City demographic background
Risk factors
Crime data and trends
Impact on individuals and the wider community

Information on different topics including:
Violence overview





Serious violence
Exploitation
Domestic & sexual violence and abuse

Anti-social behaviour
Community cohesion and resilience



Hate incidents

City
residents
Compared with England, per
resident Brighton & Hove has:

more working age residents
fewer children and older
people
more one person households
more lone parent households
more students
The population make up varies
across different areas of the
city

Higher rate of

residents under 16yrs
working age adults with long
term illness
older residents
social housing

Higher rate of




residents under 16yrs
commuters (over 10km)

Higher rate of

working age adults
students
BME (non-White) residents
social housing
people with long term illness
(<65 and 65+)
lone parent households

+)

Higher rate of

older people with long term
illness
commuters (over 10km)
single person households (<65s
and 65+)
BME (non-White) residents
population density

Higher rate of

working age adults
population density
single person households (<65
and 65+)
lone parent households
full time students

Higher rate of

older residents

Deprivation
in the city
The Index of Multiple

Deprivation combines
measures of income,
education, employment,
health, crime, housing and
living environment.

The darker green areas are
those which rank in
England's most deprived
20% Lower Super Output
Areas.

Risk factors


There are certain factors
which increase the risk that
individuals will offend. The
same people may also be more
prone to victimisation.

Prevalence of some of these
risk factors is higher in
Brighton & Hove than in other
areas

Factors which make criminal behaviour more likely
Adults

Children

poor/inconsistent parenting
lacking self control/self esteem
living in a deprived area
living in an area with weak or
chaotic social bonds
exclusion or frequent absence
from school
aggressive behaviour
anti-social behaviour
alcohol or substance misuse
delinquent peers

(YJB 2017)

unstable accommodation
a lack of employment
no positive recreation activities
poor personal relationships
alcohol misuse
drug misuse
impulsivity and poor emotional
control
anti-social peers
attitudes that support crime
(HM Prison and Probation Service 2019)

Cheltenham
Hillingdon
Trafford
Worthing
Oxford
Gloucester
Hounslow
Watford
BRIGHTON & HOVE 9th
Exeter
Reading
Eastbourne
Bournemouth
Northampton
Southampton
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cycle theft
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robbery

-10
sexual
offences

18/19

0

violence
against the
person

total crime

17/18

0

total crime

22000

16/17

acquisitive crime down, but all
key crime groups were up in
2019/20 to date.

total crime

15/16

Trend: violence up;

Violence against the person

First 8 months of 2019/20 compared with same

14/15

within its benchmarked group;
better for burglary and vehicle
crime

robbery 1.6%
other theft excl. vehicle 25.2%
sexual offences 3.6%
vehicle crime 6.8% burglary 5.0%

13/14

B&H ranks around average

other 3.3%violence against the person 40.8%
drugs offences 3.4%
criminal damage 10.0%

12/13

acquisitive crime; 10% criminal
damage

Police recorded crimes per 1,000 pop, 2018/19

no.

11/12

40% is violent crime; 37%

%

10/11

Police
recorded
crime in
B&H

Total crime breakdown 2018/19 (n=26,940)

Impact of
crime and
disorder

People tend to feel less safe

after dark and in the city centre

There is no consistent trend in
feeling safe over time



Females, those with a
disability and those who
struggle to meet basic living
costs feel less safe than others



There are other emotional
costs of crime (see hate crime
page)

High social and economic
costs (across the whole
system)
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rape
violence with injury
robbery
theft of vehicle
criminal damage - arson
other sexual offences
violence without injury
domestic burglary

2015
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local area during the day

local area after dark

city centre during the day

city centre after dark

theft from person
other criminal damage
theft from vehicle
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Issues in local
neighbourhoods
16 Local Action Teams
attended LAT Forums during
2019. Here are the issues
most frequently raised in
respect of LAT
neighbourhoods.

driving/parking behaviour

drug
taking/dealing

violence/fear/intimidation

anti-social
behaviour

environmental issues
street community/
encampments

vandalism/ gra ti

burglary

cyclist/
links
with
motorcyclist
behaviour services

alcohol/ licensing
issues

Topic
based
summaries

The remaining pages provide some key findings from the Strategic Assessment:

A note about police data used:
Information on the scale and trends of crime locally has been taken from official Sussex Police performance data. Police data used for
more detailed analysis (such as victimisation rates, hotspot maps and temporal analysis) is downloaded monthly from the live system
at Sussex Police and as such is a snapshot at that point in time. This data has not been audited or verified by statisticians at Police HQ,
therefore it represents a reflection of crime rather than the authorised and fully verified 'performance data'. Only those offences where
there is sufficient location information are included in hotspot maps. Offences shown have been sanitised and aggregated in order to
comply with data protection. Data relate to 2018/19 unless otherwise noted.

Violence
overview
2018/19 data

Violence is a very broad crime
category: 86% violence against the
person (VAP). Of VAP crimes,
46% are without injury
37% involve injury
18% are stalking or harassment




3 in 10 (31%) of VAP crimes are
domestic violence or abuse
Nearly 2 in 3 (63%) of VAP
crimes happen in a public place

Higher rate of offences than
E&W or the South East



Personal robbery victims are
disproportionately young and
male

Victimisation rate of personal robbery offences
per 1,000 pop
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Police recorded personal robbery July 2018 - June 2019
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0.8
0.6
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0
Robbery offences

Link to night-time economy peaks in offences Friday and
Saturday night. City centre
hotspot.

All

55

Apr-18

violence since 2014/15; more
recent increase seen in weapons
offences, especially in 2019

Serious violence

Apr-17

Increase in robbery and serious

Weapons

Apr-16

including weapons
and robbery

Robbery

Apr-15

Serious
violence

Brighton & Hove

Possession of weapons offences
South East

England & Wales

82%
Of personal robbery offences had a victim who was male, 18% had a female victim

Exploitation
including violence,
vulnerability,
modern slavery and
trafficking

 There are many factors which

make someone vulnerable to VVE,
with more than one factor present
increasing the risk

Exploitation can take various forms
but mostly involves coercion and
control of one person over another
into criminality for the profit of an
organised crime group or gang

Referrals to National Referral

Mechanism of potential victims of
trafficking have increased in Sussex,
including of young people, probably
linked to County Lines activity and
better awareness by agencies

108 cases of cuckooing
investigated

46 children at risk / engaged
in criminal exploitation

Apr-Nov 2019

Children open to social care as of Nov 2019
where where criminal exploitation has been
identi ed . NB. There is overlap with those
counted under sexual exploitation below.

36 children missing from
care; 90 missing from
home three or more
times
Quarterly average, Apr- Sep 2019. NB.
Some children may be counted in both
gures

46 children at risk / engaged
in sexual exploitation
Children open to social care as of Nov 2019
where where sexual exploitation has been
identi ed . NB. There is overlap with those
counted under criminal exploitation above.

14 drug deaths
believed to be linked to County Lines
according to the 2018 Locality Review.

21 crimes of modern
slavery
2018/19. 18 holding a person in
slavery/servitude; 2 to forced labour; 1
facilitating travel for exploitation. 10-19 yr
old males most common victim group

3,202 crimes and 2,051 incidents
recorded in Brighton & Hove by the police in 2018/19

Police recorded domestic violence crimes & incidents
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0
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2500
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Harmful practices data very low

Sexual offences

41%

1,121 B&H RISE DV adult clients, 2018/19
more than half
(55%) have children

300

crimes
solved

victim and male perpetrator

28%

400

High rate of attrition through the
76% of offences had a female

14%

500

estimated national prevalence is
stable or a slight decrease. Better
recording? Increased reporting?

criminal justice process; recorded
crimes rising, but convictions are
not keeping pace

12%
Total crime

crimes

High volume; high impact
Demand on services is up, but

Domestic violence accounts for:

in Brighton & Hove have been a victims of domestic abuse in the last year

No.

Domestic
violence
and abuse

7,997 women and 4,145 men

1 in 2 KS4 pupils who have
ever had a girl/boyfriend had
experienced a problem
behaviour in their relationship
Safe and Well at School Survey

4,269 women and 1,226 men

Sexual
violence
and abuse

in Brighton & Hove have been a victim of any sexual assault in the last
year

964 sexual offences recorded

increase, but steep drop in
numbers through the criminal
justice process

pattern in police recorded sexual
offences and city centre hotspot

16+

450

<16

in Brighton & Hove by the police in 2018/19, a 4% increase on the
previous year and 45% higher than 2015/16

High impact crime and costly
Recorded crimes long term
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Demand on services up
Victims: 85% female; 15% male;
peak age group 10-19
Perpetrators: 98% male
Clear night-time, weekend

Police recorded sexual offences 2018/19
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crimes
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2012/13

defendants convictions
nalised at
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2015/16

2018/19

126
Referrals to Mankind

Anti-social
behaviour
Long term decline in ASB

Police recorded ASB incidents and ASB crimes

Police recorded ASB crimes 2018/19 (n= 6,249)

1300

650

incidents recorded by the police.

upward trend seen until 2016/17 attributable to violence against
the person offences

Rise in reports to the CSCWT
Strong seasonal pattern
City centre hotspot with

ASB incidents

ASB crime

Seasonal pattern to ASB - with more incidents
reported to the police and council housing during
the summer

Police recorded ASB incidents
No.

Of the city's council housing tenants, those
involved in ASB are more likely to:

%

be younger than average

Environmental ASB 436
Personal ASB 689

live in flats or bedsits/ studios

'corridors' of offences west and
north

live alone

Link to night-time economy peaks in offences Friday and
Saturday night

Apr-19

Apr-18

Apr-17

Apr-16

'ASB crime' trend stable after an

Apr-15

0

be vulnerable and/or disabled
Nuisance ASB 6776

Police recorded ASB crimes

Improvements in most

community cohesion indicators
since last City Tracker Survey



Brighton & Hove scores higher
than national average

More than 3 in 4 felt strongly
that they belonged to their
immediate neighbourhood

94% agree that their local area

is a place where people from
different backgrounds get on well
together

44% volunteered formally in the
last year

Belonging to immediate neighbourhood

84

Different backgrounds get on well together
2.00%
4.00%

7.00%

74

30.00%

63

Percentage

Community
cohesion and
resilience

95

17.00%
42.00%

53
42
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32
21

46.00%

11
0
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Not at all strongly

Different backgrounds get on well together (agree)

Fairly strongly

Not very strongly
Very strongly

De nitely disagree
Tend to agree

Tend to disagree
De nitely agree

Pulling together to improve their neighbourhood (agree)
Belonging to your neighbourhood (strongly)
Volunteered formally in last 12 months (yes)

91% of KS2 pupils and 80% of KS3&4 pupils
agreed their school helped them get along
with people from different religious or
cultural backgrounds
88% of KS2 pupils and 60% of KS3&4
pupils agreed adults and students treat
each other with respect in their school
Safe and Well at School Survey

More than 3 in 4 felt
strongly that they
belonged to their
immediate
neighbourhood

Older residents are more likely to feel a
stronger sense of belonging than
younger people
BAME residents and those aged 35-54
and 55 + were more likely to volunteer

43 offences in 2018/19 had
multiple motivations

Higher rate of victimisation than
England & Wales



In 2018/19 about 1 in 7 hate
crimes recorded led to a
perpetrator being identified

Once at court, the likelihood of

the defendant being convicted is
high.
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incidents
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Males have a higher rate of

victimisation than females and
victimisation rates peak age 30-39



City centre hotspot

Peaks in offences on Friday and

Saturday afternoons/early evening,
as well as some Friday and
Saturday late night peaks

 High harm - victims of hate

crime more frequently affected by
negative emotional responses
than victims of all crimes

Victimisation rate for police recorded hate crimes
2018/19 per 1,000 pop.

Police recorded hate crime 2018/19
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91%
of police recorded hate crimes in 2018/19 were violence against the person offences

Police recorded hate incidents
Crime Survey for England and Wales 2015/16 - 2017/18
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